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Introduction

The modern bioanalytical and clinical research laboratory must provide high quality 
analytical results from complex biological samples in a high throughput environment 
while complying with strict legislation. 

These demands are compounded by the continued drive to higher efficacy drugs and 
long acting formulations which continue to push the required quantification limits to lower 
levels. There is also the desire to take advantage of the replacement, refinement and 
reduction policy. The growth of bio pharmaceuticals also brings into consideration 
additional analytical challenges such as solvation and non-specific binding.

Thermo Scientific™ SOLAμ™ plates are designed for bio-analytical and clinical research 
analyst’s who require cleaner, highly reproducible and robust sample extraction at very 
low sample and solvent volumes in high throughput workflows. SOLAμ achieves this due 
to the unique and innovative frit-less SPE technology.

FIGURE 1. Loading capacity of 50 µL to 500 µL (top) of human plasma  spiked with 
a polar and a non-polar compound was assessed demonstrating excellent flow-
through characteristics and reproducibly low matrix effects (bottom)

Scale Things Down With Accuracy

Sensitivity Counts

SOLAµ allows users to pre-concentrate the sample up to twenty- times prior to injection, 
allowing greater limits of sensitivity to be achieved whilst maintaining a high level of 
analyte recovery, accuracy and precision.

Users can load high volumes of sample onto the  SOLAµ plate and elute in as low as    
25 µL of solvent allowing greater levels of sensitivity to be achieved. Even with this low 
elution volume high levels of accuracy, precision, recovery and sample cleanliness are 
achieved.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of a sample spiked with Niflumic acid  before (bottom) and 
after (top) being taken through the SOLAµ extraction process, demonstrating a  
twenty-fold linear increase in response

Precision Matters

The proprietary Thermo Scientific™ SOLA™ manufacturing process generates an SPE 
micro elution product which eliminates the issues with traditional loose-packed micro 
elution formats. By combining the support material and active media components into a 
solid uniform sorbent bed we remove the need for frits.

FIGURE 3. SOLAμ SPE design limits issues associated with conventional SPE 
formats

FIGURE 4. Recovery data for SOLAμ  WAX demonstrating excellent inter and intra 
plate precision 

Stable and controllable flow through the SPE micro elution device is another key factor 
controlling reproducibility of the final analytical method. This is especially important in 
low bed weight devices where flow control is more difficult due to lower back pressure 
from the sorbent. The macro-porous structure found within SOLAμ is defined by a well 
controlled, reproducible manufacturing process which results in uniformity well to well, 
plate to plate and batch to batch. This provides an added advantage when dealing with 
viscous biological samples, preventing blocking and enabling high throughput 
processing of samples.

Ethical, analytical and sample availability considerations are a challenge faced by many 
bioanalytical laboratories and have resulted in a drive to limit sample volume.

SOLAµ allows users to directly scale down the volumes used in their analytical methods, 
allowing for a reduction in sample usage and eliminating issues caused by evaporation 
without compromising the sensitivity of their assay.

Figure 5 demonstrates a ten-fold reduction in sample usage  without compromising  assay 
limits. 250 µL of sample was reduced to 25 µL of sample maintaining the same level of 
sensitivity. This is due to the  reduction of elution volumes required  to release the compound 
of interest from the  extraction plate

FIGURE 5.  Comparison of 250 μL spiked human plasma following a conventional 
scale SPE extraction (top) and 25 μL spiked human plasma following SOLAμ  SPE 
extraction (bottom)

Speed Things Up With Confidence

With traditional SPE the eluted sample is typically blown down to increase the 
concentration of the sample and thus improve the sensitivity. This causes an issue for 
certain compound types which can be lost during this step resulting in reduced sensitivity. 

SOLAμ allows the sample to be concentrated during extraction. It is therefore possible to 
achieve the required limits of quantitation without the need for dry down and reconstitution. 
Not only does this maximize recovery of the analytes it improves workflow efficiency and 
increases productivity. 

FIGURE 6. Diagram of a typical work flow required to concentrate samples using 
conventional scale SPE (top) and modified workflow utilizing SOLAμ (bottom)

SOLAμ meets bioanalyitcal needs by providing: 

• A Robust low sample volume preparation platform 
• Reproducibility at low sample and solvent levels 
• Processing of low volume samples 
• Sample enrichment
• Mitigates against solvation and non-specific binding issues
• Speeds up bionalyical work-flows 

SOLAμ SPE is available in a wide range of chemistries to increase 
selectivity;

• Hydrophobic Reverse Phase (HRP) for non-polar compounds
• Mixed-mode Strong Cation Exchange (SCX) for basic compounds
• Mixed-mode Weak Cation Exchange (WCX) for strongly basic compounds
• Mixed-mode Strong Anion Exchange (SAX) for acidic compounds
• Mixed-mode Weak Anion Exchange (WAX) for strongly acidic compounds
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extraction (bottom)

Speed Things Up With Confidence

With traditional SPE the eluted sample is typically blown down to increase the 
concentration of the sample and thus improve the sensitivity. This causes an issue for 
certain compound types which can be lost during this step resulting in reduced sensitivity. 

SOLAμ allows the sample to be concentrated during extraction. It is therefore possible to 
achieve the required limits of quantitation without the need for dry down and reconstitution. 
Not only does this maximize recovery of the analytes it improves workflow efficiency and 
increases productivity. 

FIGURE 6. Diagram of a typical work flow required to concentrate samples using 
conventional scale SPE (top) and modified workflow utilizing SOLAμ (bottom)

SOLAμ meets bioanalyitcal needs by providing: 

• A Robust low sample volume preparation platform 
• Reproducibility at low sample and solvent levels 
• Processing of low volume samples 
• Sample enrichment
• Mitigates against solvation and non-specific binding issues
• Speeds up bionalyical work-flows 

SOLAμ SPE is available in a wide range of chemistries to increase 
selectivity;

• Hydrophobic Reverse Phase (HRP) for non-polar compounds
• Mixed-mode Strong Cation Exchange (SCX) for basic compounds
• Mixed-mode Weak Cation Exchange (WCX) for strongly basic compounds
• Mixed-mode Strong Anion Exchange (SAX) for acidic compounds
• Mixed-mode Weak Anion Exchange (WAX) for strongly acidic compounds


